The polarization parameter, P( e:·-), for pn and pp scattering ~!:.:
has been m.easured at the Berkeley 184 -in. cyclotron at beam energies of 310, 400, 500, 600, a.nd 700 MeV. This parameter was measur~d with a polarized proton beam, which was polarized by scattering at ± 6 deg on carbon, then re scattered on an unpoJ.arized nucleon target-.-a liquid-deuterium target for the pn system; both a liquid hydrogen and a liquid deuterium target for the pp system. Both of the outgoing nucleons from the elastic scatter were detected by an array of 27 scintillation counters in multi-channel coincidences.
*" * *
In the pp system, P( e\) ca.n be approximated by A sine cos 9 , where A varies from 0.85 at 310 MeV to 1.1 at 700 MeV. In the pn system, P in the forward direction varies from 0.42 at 310 MeV max to 0.34 at 700 MeV, and P . in the backward direction varies from , m1n
-0.25 at 310 MeV to -0.4 at 700 MeV. The shape of the NN polarization curves is nearly independent of energy in this range. in principle, at least nine! linearly independent observables {such as differential cross section, polarization, and rotation· parameters) must be measured to solve for nine of the ten real quantities in the five complex amplitudes. (One phase is arbitrary.
2 ) Since the experirnental error for each measurement is not infinitesimal, and the equations for the observable s and amp!itude s are bilinear, in practice more than nine experiments must be performed in order to determine the pp scatte:ring_ amplitudes uniquely.
On the other harld, when one simultaneously analyzes both the pp and pn (collectively NN) amplitudes, there are 10 complex amplitudes to be determined (5 for each isospin state), or 19 independent real numbers. (Again, one phase is arbitrary.
2 ) On the basis of interference terms in the pp and pn amplitudes, one can obtain three equations by equating observables to amplitudes for each "set" of measurements. 3 UCRL-11926 R'·v.
The advantages are realized experimentally also, since pn and -5-UCRL-11926 Rev.
normalized for the cente:t: of the second target, and widths (energy spreads) are tabulated in Table I . The approximate beam-intensity' ratios at the second target due to beam loss through degrading are also
listed.
An event was defined by a coincidence of the monitor counters M 1 M 2 M 3 = M, at least 01i:e P counter, at least one N counter, and nb
anticounter. This system either detected two charged particles (predominantly pp), or one ch'arged and one neutral particle (predominantly pn) in the final state. Thy count from the particular· P and N counters that fired for each event were recorded on a magnetic tape through an
on-line PDP-5 computer. Six types of runs were made at each energy
for both pp and pn systems: with deuterium (D), hydrogen (H), and empty flask ( MT) targets, each wi. th I both signs of beam polarization.
I '
Thus there was a total of 12 different types of runs at each energy.
The three different target conditions in the pn runs were used for background elimination. The three in the pp runs were for comparison of pp runs in a free and quasi-free p!'oton target.
III. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
The events of a specific type with only one P and one N counter counting were combined to form a 19 X 8 array, M(P, N), where M is the number of counts per monitor count in the channel (P, N), P = target. In Table _II we have summarized the particular NN -·NNrr -processes (in which orlly two particles are detected by the COUJ;";ters) \ that can be confused with one P or one N events. Weighting the contribution of each interaction by its tot.al cro~~ sec.tion, 5 one finds that for pn runs, elimination of the background requires the combination of
is' required, where E is the same E _as was determined for hydrogen.
runs. Figure 4 shows three different ~·ombinations for pn runs in deuterium at 700 MeV •. The .chosen c~~bination(D -3/2. H + 1/2 MT) is ·clearly favored: Since the background i·s very s'mall, the maximum differences of various combinations is only a 2o/o effect on the asymmetry calculation.
•
. .
• .
•. The beam polarization was determined to within ± 3o/a. This uncertainty dictates the maximum uncertainty in overall normalization.
The asymmetry and polarization for each neut:::-on counter were calculated in the usual manner. The asymmetry is given by the expres- Since each neutron counter is located at a fixed laboratory angle, its corresponding c. m. angle and spread in F'WHM is calculated by the Monte Carlo method mentioned previously. For pp calculations,
•
• since P( 9 ") is anti symmetrical about r:f' = rr/2, the data for those neutron counters (i.e., N:;:::; 5) corresponding to e* > 1r/2 have been altered in the following way. The angle has been changed to its complementary angle (i.e., e* -+ rr -e>:<) and the sign of polarization reversed.
Polarization parameters for pn and pp runs are tal:'-u:lated in Tables III and IV, ., . . . this experiment.. The assistance from other sections of the Lawrence
Radiation Laboratory, such as the electronics groups, the computer center staff, and the 184 -in. cyclotr.on crew, is greatly appreciate<'!.
also. Of special note is the help received from William P. Oliver, Narender Sehgal, and Kenneth Capror..i in the running of the experiment.
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APPENDIX
The scattering matrix for the two-nucleon system, when spatial rotational invariance, parity conservation, tim.e reversal invariance and charge independence are assum~d, can be written as 1 where
CT. is the Pauli spinor for particle i(i 1 = 1, 2) in either.the initial or the
final system, and k is a 'unit vector which takes the following thr'ee · orthogonal directions n, f, or ~.
; = (k. xi~f)/jk.,'*kfJ is the normal of the scattering plane, .~1 . , ..
• ' "
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